Magnetic resonance imaging artifacts caused by aneurysm clips and shunt valves: dependence on field strength (1.5 and 3 T) and imaging parameters.
To evaluate artifact sizes at 3 T compared to at 1.5 T, and to evaluate the influence of scanning parameters with respect to artifact size on a 3-T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system. Two aneurysm clips and five shunt valves were imaged in a water phantom at 1.5 and 3 T. At 3 T the influence of bandwidth (spin echo (SE) images) and echo time (gradient echo (GRE) images) on artifact size (area and extension in two orthogonal directions) was investigated. Artifact sizes increased substantially (typically 5-10 mm) at 3 T, compared to at 1.5 T, for implants entirely made of metallic materials, whereas the increase was the size less prominent (0-5 mm) for implants only partly containing metal. Artifact areas could be altered by changing the bandwidth or the echo time to about the same extent as it was affected by the increased field strength. Artifact sizes increase at 3 T, compared to at 1.5 T, depending on the type and composition of the implant, but can be substantially reduced by altering the imaging parameters. Optimization of imaging protocols to minimize artifacts is therefore important at higher field strengths.